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EXPERIENCE IS A DEAR TEACHER—THE TEXAS WIND DECOMMISSIONING STATUTE

Rod Wetsel

“Experience is a dear teacher, but fools will learn at no other” - Benjamin Franklin

I. INTRODUCTION – A NEW PROBLEM

As is well known among both my students and colleagues, my professional life as a lawyer (and later as a law professor) took a monumental turn in 1999 when I reviewed and drafted my first wind lease in Nolan County, Texas.1 That lease, as well as all of the other wind leases at the time, contained contractional “clean up and restoration” clauses similar to many oil and gas leases then in use. Simply put, the leases provided that upon expiration or termination of the lease (which for a wind lease, unlike an oil and gas lease, might be fifty or more years in the future), the lessee would remove its equipment and restore the surface “to as near as reasonably possible to its original condition” prior to the lease.2
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1. Roderick E. Wetsel is a founding partner at the firm of Wetsel, Carmichael, Allen, & Lederle, L.L.P. in Sweetwater, Texas where he has practiced law for 41 years. He is Board Certified in Oil, Gas, and Mineral Law by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization. Mr. Wetsel received a B.A. with high honors and special honors in History from the University of Texas at Austin in 1975. In 1974, while earning his undergraduate degree, he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He later received his J.D. from the University of Texas School of Law in 1977. Mr. Wetsel was also a member of the Texas, Oil, Gas, and Energy Resources Law Council from 2003 to 2006 and currently is a charter member of the Kay Bailey Hutchison Center for Energy, Law, & Business. Mr. Wetsel currently teaches Wind Law and Texas Mineral Titles at the Texas Tech University School of Law where he has served as an adjunct professor since 2018. Previously, Professor Wetsel taught Wind Law at the University of Texas Law School from 2012 – 2018. The course is one of the first of its kind in the United States. In 2011, Mr. Wetsel co-authored the first treatise on Texas Wind Law with Professor Ernest E. Smith, Steven K. DeWolf, and Becky H. Diffen, which is published by LexisNexis and revised annually. In the 2015 edition, the title was changed to Wind Law to make the book more national in scope and is now co-authored by Wetsel along with Professor Ernest E. Smith, Becky Diffen, and Professor Melissa Powers. Additionally, Mr. Wetsel has written numerous other articles on wind energy as well as oil and gas law. He is a frequent speaker on wind energy issues throughout the United States.

2. I would like to acknowledge the assistance and participation of my former outstanding student and now associate, Laura Bowen, in the research and writing of this article. Without her timeless loyalty and dedication both to me and the field of
Of course, the overlooked issue was the huge difference between wind and oil and gas leases in the work and cost required to remove wind turbines weighing hundreds of tons, along with millions of pounds of concrete, underground and overhead lines, and large access roads as opposed to a few well locations, pump jacks, pipes, and tank batteries. Not surprisingly, before long, Texas landowners (and Texas lawyers) began to recognize the enormity of this problem for future generations. Texas lands have long been haunted by the “boom and bust” cycles of the Texas oil industry with insolvent operators failing to clean up their leases, leaving the landscape cluttered with weed-infested well sites, unused pipe, rusting pump jacks and tank batteries. Clearly, Texas landowners did not want to repeat the experience on a gargantuan scale.

In response, Texas lawyers, like myself, began to develop the concept of a “removal bond” to provide the necessary clean up funds in the far-distant future. As originally conceived, the “removal bond” provision (or decommissioning clause as it would become known), outlined a process in which the wind company was required to put up a bond ten to fifteen years after the project began operation, amounting to the cost of removal of the equipment and restoration of the property, less the salvage value. With the wind boom, leases evolved so that later clauses shortened the time for posting the bond to a maximum of ten years and eliminated the ability to deduct salvage value. So, over the years, the removal bond clause became a standard provision in Texas wind leases (although with sometimes different wording). During the same time, many states passed “Decommissioning Statutes,” but Texas did not.3

In early 2018, I received a call from Curtis Smith, the Chief of Staff for State Representative Terry Canales of District 40 in South Texas, asking if I would help draft a decommissioning bill. Initially I was reluctant but eventually decided that if someone had to do it, perhaps I should, so that landowners in Texas could have a voice in the creation of such a law.

No doubt, in the years before 2018, Texas legislators were hesitant to regulate wind as the wildly successful new industry in Texas was considered largely successful because it was without

regulation. The only other existing statute regulating wind was not passed until 2017. It was a controversial bill from Senator Donna Campbell, S.B. 277, which prohibited the granting of wind project tax valuation limitation agreement for school districts within 28.7 miles of a military aviation facility.

Therefore, in April 2018, I testified before the Energy Resources Committee of the Texas House of Representatives. At the hearing, a legion of wind lobbyists met me, urging me not to “open the flood gates for the regulation of the wind industry in Texas.” In an effort to work with my wind counterparts, I told the committee that since removal bond clauses were found in almost all, if not all, Texas leases, a statute was probably unnecessary. However, the committee remained unconvinced.

As a result, the idea of a Texas Wind Decommissioning statute was born. After much drafting and compromise with wind companies and opponents alike, H.B. 2845 passed both houses of the Texas legislature and became law on September 1, 2019.

II. SHOW ME THE NUMBERS

To best understand why the legislature pushed for a mandatory decommissioning clause, it is important to understand the logistics of removing a wind farm from the land. At the end of a wind turbine’s useful life, which is typically twenty to thirty years, the turbine must either be repowered or decommissioned. Repowering typically requires replacing the nacelle and blades while preserving the original tower, a process required as frequently as every ten years, depending on the pace of technology improvement. Decommissioning a wind turbine calls for the removal of everything above and below the ground, including the concrete footing buried around the turbine.

When a turbine is completely decommissioned, all components of the turbine are cut into pieces for transportation and

4. Id.
stored until such time as valuable components such as copper can be extracted and resold. There is no industry standard for recycling other parts of the turbines, causing some panic as to where the industrial waste will go once decommissioned. While many of the parts of a turbine are recyclable, the fiber glass composite blades had no successful use until very recently.

As a result, the blades were often buried in landfills. The actual scrap value of decommissioned turbine components is unknown, making the valuation of decommissioning difficult. Scrap value depends largely on the secondary market for recycled parts. No such market currently exists, so the “salvage value” language in HB 2845 is speculative at best.9 From the beginning, I expressed concern over the salvage value subtraction, as a dip in the value of copper could result in an undervalued bond leaving the landowner to rely on revaluation of the bond every five years.

Again, the costs associated with dismantling a turbine are largely unknown. So far in Texas, only two wind farms have been decommissioned. Since both were decommissioned at the expense of the wind energy company, the costs associated with the decommissioning were not publicized. One estimate valued the removal cost as high as $200,000 per turbine, making the total cost of decommissioning the over 13,000 turbines in Texas approximately $2.3 billion.10

Of the few other decommissioned projects from other states, the price for actual removal per turbine ranged from $27,285 to $651,725.11 When scrap value is subtracted from cost, an average estimate of unrecovered dollars spent on decommissioning is about $25,500 per turbine.12 The original estimate of $200,000 per turbine was calculated without scrap value deducted, and aligns with the


12. Id. at 111.
national average cost of removal. When you consider the uncertainty of the removal cost with the reality that our state has over 13,000 turbines that will someday need to be removed if not repowered, the problem of decommissioning is pushed into the spotlight.

The certainty is that decommissioning will come at a high cost and the landowner will likely not be equipped to bear the cost of turbine removal. Even renting the specialized equipment necessary would be next to impossible for a landowner; likewise, only trained professionals understand how to remove the equipment in such a way as to not cause harm to the underlying land. As you can imagine, landowners after years of bad experiences with oil and gas industries, were insistent that the wind companies be responsible for decommissioning.

III. BOOM AND BUST: LESSONS FROM THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY

Proponents of decommissioning regulation often point to the Texas problem of orphan oil and gas wells. Such wells are defined as wells not operational for more than twelve months. However, in reality, they are are more often old, abandoned wells left by financially distressed operators. These wells can create significant problems for a landowner, since they often leach toxic byproducts into the surrounding biosphere. In Texas, the Railroad Commission operates a fund from taxpayer dollars that allows for the plugging of orphan wells, a program which is notoriously underfunded. The Texas legislature and landowners are worried about similar decommissioning issues with wind turbines. Arguments for

decommissioning bonds are generated, in part, by this fear, addressing the issue of cleanup years before the issue actually arises.\textsuperscript{16}

The Texas Utilities Code contains the equivalent of a decommissioning clause for oil and gas operators without requiring the operators to be backed by any financial obligation.\textsuperscript{17} As a result, the boom and bust cycle, ever present in oil and gas production, has left thousands of wells abandoned and polluting the environment.\textsuperscript{18} The Railroad Commission continues to levy taxes against operators to raise the money for plugging abandoned wells, but projected fund estimates fall well short of the needed capital.\textsuperscript{19}

Since there is no requirement for oil and gas companies to set aside money or provide money upfront for plugging, the Texas treasury pays for plugging orphan wells. Orphan wells can create an even greater problem if they leach any byproducts into the surface, often leaving the landowner financially responsible for land remediation.\textsuperscript{20} The resulting crisis has fueled the wind decommissioning debate from the beginning with many supporters of a decommissioning statute claiming the wind industry will eventually boom and bust like the oil and gas industry has historically done.

IV. ENTER THE BOND

Soon after the advent of the wind boom in Texas, lawyers began adding a provision to landowner leases stating that a wind company must post a bond to cover the cost of complete restoration of the property in the event the company is no longer financially able to remove the turbines. There is no set standard for removal, so the specifications for removal can be very specific, down to the exact reseeding schedule for reclaiming the land. The sophistication of the removal bond typically depends on the particular lawyer and landowner negotiating the lease.

\textsuperscript{16} Quinton, \textit{supra} note 14, at 5.
\textsuperscript{17} 16 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §3.14(b)(2) (West 2007).
\textsuperscript{19} The Railroad Commission is estimated to have raised about $1,700,000 of the approximately $55,202,000 needed to plug about 8,200 abandoned wells throughout the state. \textit{See} Kate Galbraith, \textit{In Texas, Abandoned Oil Equipment Spurs Pollution Fears}, TEX. TRIB. (June 9, 2013), https://www.texastribune.org/2013/06/09/texas-abandoned-oil-equipment-spurs-pollution-fear/ [https://perma.cc/T552-VYM3].
\textsuperscript{20} Mulder, \textit{supra} note 18.
Presently, most bonds are posted at or around year ten of the lease term, leading to one of the most frequently asked questions: why wait until year ten? When a bond was first contemplated, companies found the concept more palatable if the bond could be postponed until year ten—when the majority of companies were operating in the black (i.e. the cost of construction was paid through operation revenues). Additionally, before year ten, any lender with an outstanding interest in the project could sell the wind project to another management company and would be motivated to do so in order to avoid a massive loss in investment capital.

Bonds range in sophistication based on the landowners wishes and can be as exacting as which kind of seed mix will be used to reclaim the property or as transversely broad as to say that the company has to restore the property to as close to the condition it was before (which can leave much open for debate). Some leases and bonds include an agreement to leave the wind company roads, while some bonds will specify that all roads must be removed. It has been my experience that besides the financial aspects of a lease, decommissioning is often one of the most heavily negotiated aspects of a lease.

In fact, it is now rare to get a form lease without a decommissioning bond. This reality leaves one asking—if the decommissioning bond is already addressed by existing lease arrangements, what was the need for a Texas policy on decommissioning? The real concerns for policy makers are landowners who sign a wind lease without consulting reputable sources, and landowners who are willing to accept a lease form prepared solely by the company. Considering that there can be hundreds of landowners in a wind project, it may only be that a few owners consult a lawyer to add a bond. For example, if only half of the landowners have adequate bonds for removal, only half of the turbines might be removed. Again, there is precedential fear from the oil and gas industry that insolvent companies will abandon wind farms, leaving landowners to deal with removing these large turbines.

V. DECOMMISSIONING WIND IN OTHER STATES

There are states that have currently abandoned wind projects giving decommissioning proponents rightful fear that Texas could go the wrong way. As a good example, Hawaii and California both have early wind projects which were subsequently abandoned by companies and left as the landowner’s problem.23 Some have estimated that as many as 4,500 turbines await removal in California alone. In Hawaii, private operator money removed 37 turbines for approximately $1 million dollars, recovering only $300,000 after scrapping the turbines for parts.24

Since California was an early proponent of wind power, its legislature was one of the first to address decommissioning. The California Natural Resources Code contains a blanket removal requirement for energy production facilities, requiring that the land be restored to pre-construction conditions, but provides no guidance as to how such restoration will take place.25 The regulation was passed in 1975, before the influx in wind production, leaving California with no mechanism to enforce companies to remove turbines.26 As mentioned above, California has thousands of turbines awaiting removal, highlighting that without a financial mechanism to ensure removal, there is no guarantee that turbines will be removed.27

Some states, such as Oklahoma and Indiana, have passed more exacting decommissioning bills.28 Similar to Texas, people opposed a decommissioning statute in Oklahoma, claiming that the majority of leases already had decommissioning language in place.29 Despite the arguments, Oklahoma passed decommissioning legislation to provide a sense of security for landowners. Oklahoma requires a removal

26. Id. at 136.
28. Stripling, supra note 23, at 141.
security of 125% of cost, estimated by an engineer, to be posted after a project is commissioned.\(^{30}\) By requiring a decommissioning bill, Oklahoma legislators theorized that landowners are more likely to enter into a wind lease, boosting the Oklahoma economy associated with wind energy generation.\(^{31}\) The 2017 Oklahoma decommissioning bill is one of the most recently passed laws, and largely the most influential on the Texas bill. However, it is difficult to determine the impact of such legislation at this time as these states also have newer wind facilities, and there are no known examples of any landowner having to rely on the bond for wind facility removal.

VI. HOUSE BILL 2845

In light of all the concerns about decommissioning, the Texas Legislature has attempted to pass a decommissioning bill for the last several sessions. In 2019, House Representative Terry Canales filed H.B. 2845 as a follow-up to his previously rejected decommissioning bill, H.B. 1717.\(^{32}\) Representative Canales represents South Texas, an emerging new area for wind development. The region has become a new frontier for wind companies trying to take advantage of tropic winds, which blow during the afternoon at peak demand times for the use of electricity.\(^{33}\) Canales had a tenacious desire to pass decommissioning assurances for future wind development, and as many of his constituents were former wind clients, his staff sought me out to consult and draft a decommissioning standard for the state.

In 2017, Canales made his first attempt to pass a decommissioning clause. H.B. 1717 reached far beyond decommissioning wind turbines and included a broad set of regulations for all wind companies: including auditing, record keeping, and plans to allow additional rulemaking authority for the

\(^{31}\) Ferrell, supra note 29, at 105–106.
Railroad Commission to begin overseeing wind companies. The bill was not well received in the industry and ultimately, H.B. 1717 failed in calendars with many citing the argument that such oversight of wind companies was unnecessary since the industry has not created any significant problems calling for regulation.

The 2019 bill attempted to gain traction by becoming a separate act under the Utilities Code rather than an amendment to the Natural Resources Code. This change was significant because the Railroad Commission would not have enforcement of breaches of H.B. 2845. Wind energy regulation by the Railroad Commission has been met with opposition since many fear that any regulation will slow the explosive growth within the industry. Rather than oversight by a state agency, the bill provides for injunctive relief in the event of a breach, allowing landowners to seek recourse in local courts where the land is located.

With some amendment from my previous proposal, H.B. 2845 was signed into law on August 14th, 2019 and became Title 6 of the Texas Utilities Code. Section 301.0001 defines which wind facilities are subject to the new act as being all “Wind power facility” including wind turbines and support facilities. Section 301.0002 provides that all agreements to waive the rights under the Act will be void, that relief sought will be injunctive and will not be deemed to waive other remedies under law. Skipping ahead to § 301.004, the act requires that a decommissioning clause be placed in every new Texas wind lease, making the operating company responsible for financial assurances for removal of all wind facilities by the 10th anniversary of the project coming online. The value of the financial assurance to be determined by an independent third party, which will include a reduction for any appraised scrap value of removed facilities.

37. Author Note: Already in practice, we have encountered solar leases using language similar to that of Title 6, Section 301. The act was authored as to only apply to wind turbines, leaving out other important consideration in the removal of solar panels. Considering the tenacity with which the people wanted decommissioning standards for wind, I suspect that a solar decommissioning bill will be proposed in the next few sessions.
The most important part of the bill, § 301.0003, provides specific requirements for removal of the wind turbines.40 Aside from scrap value, these provisions are the most heavily negotiated items in a removal bond, since many landowners have exacting requirements for how their land should be restored. One should still bear in mind that the requirements under § 301.0003 are minimum standards, not a ceiling, and can be changed according to the needs of the landowner. However, with the passage of this bill, it has become increasingly difficult to convince companies to increase any of the bonding requirements. Companies are now copying § 301.0003 and stating in effect that they only have to do what is required by law.

VII. CONCLUSION

Similar to the early days of oil exploration, the wind industry in Texas boomed in the absence of regulation. I was among those Texans who first worried that any regulation would take the proverbial “wind out of the sails” of the booming wind industry. However, thinking also as a Texas landowner, there is no denying that all our farmers and ranchers will benefit from an assurance that turbines can be decommissioned at the end of the wind lease, particularly if the wind company (like so many oil and gas companies) are then insolvent.

Thankfully since enactment of H.B. 2845 on September 1, 2019, the Texas wind industry has continued to flourish. In fact, in many desolate and windy areas of the state, the economic future for landowners has never looked brighter. The additional good news for such landowners is that their children and grandchildren will not suffer if a future project owner lacks the funds to remove its equipment and clean up the family’s land.